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AVERAGE VOLUME DIGITAL COMPUTER AND 
DIGITAL VOLUME TOTALIZER FOR CELLS AND 

. PARTICLES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

It has long been the practice in clinical laboratories 
to determine the fraction of cell volume in whole blood 
by centrifuging blood in a thin, constant diameter tube, 
and then manually positioning the tube adjacent to 
suitable scale to read the “hematocrit” percentage at 
the interface between the dark red packed cells and the 
comparatively clear plasma. This procedure is primari 
ly manually performed and is, therefore, a time con 
suming operation. 
Another method for determining the percent of cell 

volume involves the use of an ori?ce tube and ori?ce 
current supply in combination with vacuum apparatus 
well known in the art to generate electrical pulses 
which are proportional to particle volume. The pulses 
are operated upon, for example, by shaping to provide 
an integrated charge on a capacitor which is utilized to 
operate a motor mechanism for a scale pointer, pen 
recorder or the like. Such procedure, however, suffers ' 
from changes in ambientconditions and analog com 
ponent stability and requires apparatus for shaping the 
receivedpulses. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The primary object of the present invention is to 
overcome the drawbacks of the aforementioned types 
of particle volume measuring procedures. 
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Another object of this invention is to provide directly » 
for the case of blood analysis an improved method for 
measuring not only the percentage of cell volume in 
whole blood (I-ICT) but the average cell volume 
(MCV), which may also be obtained by dividing the he— 
matocrit percentage (I-ICT) by the red blood cell 
(RBC) count in a unit volume of blood and multiplying 
by a power of 10. ‘ 

, Another object of this invention is to provide the 
precision and stability of digitally computed parame 
ters in a manner providing double checking, for exam 
ple, by con?rming the MCV by dividing the‘ HCT by 
the RBC count and multiplying by a power of 10, and 
accomplishing the foregoing without resort to a pro 
grammed digital computer with the attendant cost of 
complex, sophisticated circuitry and software. 
A further object of this invention is to provide rela 

tively simple, accurate instrumentation for widely used 
applications which require this type of particle volume 
analysis for large numbers of samples, such as clinical 
laboratories for red blood cells. 
An instrument apparatus, for example, scans a flow 

of 2,5 60,000 cubic microns of whole blood in a diluted 
state to generate a pulse for each cell traversing an ori 
?ce such that the pulse amplitude is directly propor 
tional to the volume of the cell. These pulses are 
suitably factored to provide the direct RBC count. 

For determining the I-ICT value, these pulses are also 
presented to an analog to digital converted (ADC) 
which provides a digital pulse train output for each cell 
such that each pulse of said train represents two cubic 
microns of cell volume. This pulse train from the ADC 
is then divided by 12,800 for direct display on a 
counter as the I-ICT percentage when the RBC count is 
completed. The apparatus includes means for produc 
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ing start and stop signals for these displays which cor 
respond to the initiation and termination of the 
scanned flow through the ori?ce, in addition to means 
for producing the individual particle pulses, for con 
verting the amplitudes of said pulses to a digital pulse 
train, and for properly dividing the pulse train. " 
The apparatus, according to the present invention, is 

also provided with independent means for measuring 
and displaying the MCV directly in cubic microns, by 
which the digital pulse train output of the ADC is di 
vided by a suitable factor 2,048 being an exemplary il 
lustration, and this divided output is counted until I 
Stopped by a signal provided at a count of twice that 
number of cells, i.e., 4,096 cells. Again, each pulse of 
said train means two cubic microns of cell volume; the 
total volume of the 4,096 cells thus being divided by 
4,096 in an “on-line” manner. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other objects, features and advantages of the inven 
tion, its organization, construction and operation will 
be best understood from the following detailed descrip 
tion of an exemplary embodiment thereof, taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in 
which: I > ‘ _ I 

- FIG. 1 is a circuit block diagramof particle volume 
analyzing apparatus according to the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram of a pulse analog to digital 
converter which may be employed in the circuit illus 
trated in FIG. ,1; 

FIG. 3 is a graphical illustration of wave forms and 
event sequences at selected points in the circuit illus 
trated in FIG. 2; ' ' 

FIG. 4 is a circuit representation of an accumulator 
which may be employed in the circuit of FIG. 1; and 

FIG. 5 is a graphical illustration of wave forms, and 
event sequences at selected points in the circuit illus 
trated in FIG. 4. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

An electric sensing zone 10 comprises a container 11 
holding therein conductive liquid.l2 containing parti 
cles to be analyzed and an agitator l5 operable to 
maintain the particles continuously suspended in the 
liquid 12. An orifice tube 13 which is also filled with 
the liquid 12 is disposed in the container 11 and. in 
cludes an ori?ce 14 to pass the liquid into the tube I3 
in order to establish an electrical circuit between an 
electrode 22 within the tube 13 and an electrode 23 
disposed below the surface of the liquid 12 in the con 
tainer 11. The tube 13 includes an end for connection 
to a source of negative pressure, a vaccuurn supply, the 
application of such negative pressure being controlled 
by an interposed valve 19. 

Also connectable to the source of vacuum by way of 
the valve 19 is a mercury siphon tube 16 having an 
open end 18 and containing a supply of mercury. 
Located within said siphon tube 16 is a pair of elec 
trodes 20, 21 for controlling the start'and stop opera 
tions of particle and total volume count, as will be ex 
plained in greater detail below. 
The electrodes 22, 23 are connected by way of a pair 

of conductors to a current supply 24 to establish a’cur 
rent flow in the circuit including the electrodes 22, 23 
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as is well known in the art. Further, and as also known 
inythe prior art, the passage of particles through the ori 
?ce 15 modulates the current ?ow during their passage 
to produce a sequence of voltage pulses. These pulses 
and. their amplitudes represent the particle population 
and size of particles in’the liquid 12. ’ 
The particle pulses are fed to a linear pulse ampli?er 

25 which has an output connected to an adjustable 
trigger. circuit 26 for triggering a count register 27 dur 
ing the interval of engagement of the mercury 17 with 
the start andv stop electrodes 20, 21, respectively. 
Reference may be had to U.S. Pat. No. 3,345,502 for a 
more detailed discussion of this‘type of apparatus and 
its operation which will not be treated in further detail 
herein.‘ It suffices here to state only that the ‘ampli?er 
25 is provided with'particle pulses whose amplitude is 
directly proportionalto particle volume and that there 
isan interval of lpulsecount corresponding to the con 
tacting ‘of the mercury with the electrodes 20, 21 after 
the valve 19 to the regulated vacuum has been closed. 

' The linear particle vpulse ampli?er 25 provides the 
particle pulses to a pulse amplitude digitizer 29 (ADC) 

' which convertsthe amplitude of the particle‘pulses into 
digital information signals. This digital information is 
made available to an accumulator which operates as a 
particle pulse summator in an over?ow mode. 
The accumulator 301 has a first output tapped off at 

an intermediate count which represents in digital formv 
the total volume of the particles which have traversed 
the ori?ce 14. This information is provided to a total 
count volume register 31 which includes apparatus for 
displaying the total volume. A second output of the-ac 
cumulator is connected to a mean volume register 32 
which is effective to register the mean particle volume 
by summing over?ows of the accumulator. As canv be 
seen. from the drawing,‘ the total-count volume register 
is operable. for a period of time governed by the start 
and stop electrodes 20, 21; whereas the .mean volume 
register has its start'control governedby the start elec 
trode 20‘but its stopicontrol provided by way of a 
predetermined count‘stop apparatus 33 which isdriven 
by the trigger circuit 26. The predetermined count ap 
paratus 33>is provided as a factor arrangement whereby 
the predetermined count may be evenly related to the 
volume of particles on a simple decimal multiple basis 
of the average particle volume. 

In a particular system constructed which is capable 
of running a typical RBC operation, the predetermined 
count from the apparatus 30 was selected to be 4,096 
and the over?ow count was selected to occur at 2,048 
in thatlthe apparatus. provides two counts per cubic 
micron. The output to the total count volume register 
31 was selected to occur at each count of.128, this 
count being divided by 100 in the total count volume 
register. Therefore, 128 pulses equals 256 cubic 
microns and their summation divided by 100 yields pul 
ses meaning 25,600 microns. With blood diluted at 
62,500 X 160 microliters of such a dilution equals the 
aforementioned ‘2,560,000 cubic microns as a sample 
of whole blood to be scanned. Whilei reference is made 
hereinto ‘conducting an RBC operation, it is clearly 
evident that. the instant invention is applicable for 
analyzing many other types of particle populations. 

Referring .to FIGS. 2 and 3, the pulse amplitude 
digitizer 29 and its operation will be set forth. It should 
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be noted that the lower case reference characters 0-): 
adjacent wave shapes in FIGS. 2 and 4 correspond to 
the trace references in FIGS. 3 and 5 and arrows of the 
reference characters 0-! are in?uences or cause and ef 
fect references. The particle pulses a are received by 
the digitizer 29 on an input conductor 34 and fed to an 
operational ampli?er stage which is constructed for 
unity gain. The operational ampli?er stage includes an 
ampli?er 35 having the conductor 34 connected toits 
positive input, a diode 36 serially connected to the out 
put of the ampli?er 35 and'a feed~back conductor 37 
connecting the diode 36 to the negative input of the 
ampli?er 35. A capacitor 38 is connected to the diodev 
36 and is effective to store energy in response toapar 
'ticle pulse, the voltage across the capacitor‘ represent 
ing the'amplitude of the particle pulse, and .is‘effective 
to remember the pulse amplitude. The pulses received 
on the conductor 44 are also connected to the positive 
input of an ampli?er 40 which has its negative input 
connected to, a variable resistor 41 which is adjustable 
to set a threshold level or noise discriminationrlever a’ 
so that the apparatus is rendered insensitive to low level 
signals. The ampli?er 40 operates to provide'an output 
pulse having a width determined by the crossings of the 
level a'by a particle pulse. This output signal c is con 
nected to the set input of a ?ip-?op 42 which is respon~ 
sive to initiate'an output pulse d for turning ‘on a con 
‘stant current generator device 43 which includes. a 
switch 44 and a constant current generator 45. The ac 
tivation of the constant current apparatus 43 is effec» 
tive to discharge the capacitor 38 in accordance with 
the expression T=C V”, where I is the constant cur 
rent, C is the capacitance of the capacitor 38, V is the 
initial voltage across a capacitor "38 and T is the 
discharge time of the capacitor 38. With the 
capacitance and the current being constant,‘ the 
discharge time is shown to be linear. The ‘resulting wave 
form b is applied to the positive input of an ampli?er 39 
to terminate a pulse e which was initiated in response to 
the initial start of charging of the capacitor 38 as the 
voltage thereacross went above zero. _ > 

The pulse e is fed to a differentiator circuit 46 which 
responds to the trailing edge of the pulse 2 to provide a 
spike f for application to the reset input of the flip-flop 
42 whichtcauses the ?ip-?op to reset and termination 
of the pulse d. ‘ ‘ ' 

The output of the ?ip-?op 42 is also applied to one 
input of a AND gate 47 which has another input con 
nected to a clock (pulse generator) 48. The pulse d is 
effective to gate the output of the clock through the 
gate 47 to a gate 49 which passes the digitized output 
signal h. The pulse d itself is likewise-passed through a 
gate 53 as an available invented output signal d'. 

In order to reject high amplitude pulses which are 
not within the range of sizes of particles being evalu 
ated, for example a ?ber in a blood sample, an upper 
limit threshold level a is established by means of a vari 
able resistance 51 connected to the negative input of an 
amplifier 50.1The positive input of the ampli?er 50 is 
connected in common with the positive input of the 
ampli?er 40 to the input conductor 34. The ampli?er . 
50 has its output connected to a ?ip-?op 52. The ampli 
?er 50 produces a pulse j having a width determined by 
the crossing of the upper threshold a by a particle . 
pulse. The pulse j is effective to set the ?ip-?op 52 and 
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initiate a pulse k' which is terminated upon reset of the 
?ip-?op 52 by way of a pulse f which was initiated in 
response to the discharge of the capacitor 38 as 
described above. The pulse k’ is effective to block the 
gates 53 and 49 and prevent outputting of the respec 
tive signals d’, h therefrom. 

Referring now to FIGS. 4 and 5, the accumulator 30 
and its relation to the digitizer 29 and to the volume 
display register 31 and 32 is illustrated. The output h is 
supplied by way of a conductor 54 to a counter 55 
which divides the output h by a factor X, for example 
2,048, and the output h/X is presented to a gate 56. The 
output d’ is applied over aconductor 57 to a counter 58 
where another factor Y, for example 4,096, is applied 
at the resulting output m,(d'/ Y), is applied to the gate 
56 to gate through the output I as a signal of h/X to the 
MCV display register of 32 which continues to receive, 
register and display the signal 1 until receipt of a stop 
.signal from the predetermined count device 33, which 
occurs at, in this particular example, the count of 4096. 
The counter 55 also applies a factor of Z to divide 

the signal h by, for example, 128 to provide the signal 
h/128 as a pulse series n to the total count volume dis 
play register 31 which is operable to receive, register 
and display counts during the start-stop interval in 
itiated at the electrodes 20, 21 in FIG. 1. The counted 
signal h is therefore counted for the entire aliquot of 
sample and yields the factored HCT reading. 
Although i have described my invention by reference 

to a speci?c application of a particular embodiment 
thereof, many changes and modi?cations of my inven 
tion may become apparent to those skilled in the art 
without departing from the spirit and scope of the in 
vention, and it is to be understood that I intend to in 
clude within the patent warranted hereon all such 
changes and modi?cations as may reasonably and 
properly be'included within the scope of my contribu 
tion to the art. 
What I claim is: . 

1. ln apparatus of the type wherein a liquid suspen 
sion of particles is caused to ?ow through a sensing 
zone, sensing means are provided to generate electrical 
pulses in response to the individual particles traversing 
the sensing zone for a predetermined interval, the parti 
cle pulses having amplitudes directly proportional to 
the volumes of the individual particles, means are pro 
vided for counting the particle pulses over the 
predetermined interval, and a data converter is utilized 
to register and display particle volume data in ac 
cordance with the amplitudes of the generated particle 
pulses, the improvement wherein said data converter 
comprises: 7 

a pulse height analog to digital converter for converting 
the individual particle pulses into digital signals, means 
for summing said digital signals, means for summing 
said- digital signals, means operable over the entire 
predetermined interval for applying a ?rst factor to the 
summation of said digital signals to obtain total relative 
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particle volume, and means operable over a predeter 
mined number of particle pulses to apply a second fac 
tor to the summation of said digital signals to obtain 
mean particle volume. 

2. The improvements set forth in claim 1, wherein 
said means for summing said digital signals includes an 
accumulator connected to said analog to dfigital con 
verter, and said means for applying a ?rst actor and 
said means for applying a second factor each include 
respective selected output taps of said accumulator. 

3. ln apparatus of the type wherein a liquid suspen 
sion of particles is caused to flow through a sensing 
zone, sensing means are provided to generate electrical 
pulses in response to the individual particles traversing 
the sensing zone for a predetermined interval, the parti 
cle pulses having amplitudes directly proportional to 
the volumes of the individual particles, means are pro 
vided ‘for counting the particle pulses over the 
predetermined interval, and a data converter is utilized 
to register and display particle volume data in ac 
cordance with the amplitudes of the generated particle 
pulses, the improvement wherein said data converter 
comprises: 
a pulse height analog to digital converter for converting 
the individual ‘particle pulses into digital signals, means 
for summing said digital signals, and means operable 
over the entire predetermined interval for applying a 
factor to the summation of said digital signals to obtain 
total relative particle volume. 

4. The improvement set forth in claim 3, wherein 
said means for summing said digital signals includes an 
accumulator connected to said. analog to digital con 
verter, and said means for applying a factor includes a 
selected output tap of said accumulator. 

,5. ln apparatus of the type wherein a liquid suspen 
sion of particles is caused to ?ow through a sensing 
zone, sensing means are provided to generate electrical 
pulses in response to the individual particles traversing 
the sensing zone for a predetermined interval, the parti 
cle pulses having amplitudes directly proportional to 
the volumes of the individual particles, means are pro 
vided for counting the particle pulses over the 
predetermined interval, and a data converter is utilized 
to register and display particle volume data in ac 
cordance with the amplitudes of the generated particle 
pulses, the improvement wherein said data converter 
comprises: . 

a pulse height analog to digital converter for converting 
the individual particle pulses into digital signals, means 
for summing said digital signals, and means operable 
over a predetermined number of particle pulses for ap 
plying a factor to the summation of said digital signals 
to obtain mean particle volume. 1 

6. The improvement set forth in claim 5, wherein 
said means for summing said digital signals includes an 
accumulator connected to said analog to digital con-_ 
verter, and said means for applying a factor includes a 
selected output tap of said accumulator. 
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